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Dehradun: Uttarakhand, which records at least 50 deaths annually due to human-wildlife conflicts, is set to
enhance its 26 forest landscapes where such conflicts have been more frequent over the past decade. These
selected forest landscapes are large contiguous patches, ranging from around 1,000-1,500ha, including reserved
and protected forests.

Among large animals, tigers and elephants in the Terai and foothills, along with leopards and bears in the hills,
have caused the highest number of human deaths in recent years. “The Forest Landscape Restoration (FLR)
initiative, under the Compensatory Afforestation Fund Management and Planning Authority (CAMPA), aims to
mitigate human-wildlife conflict in and around these landscapes. It targets both forest protection and wildlife
habitat enhancement,” said GS Pandey, principal chief conservator of forests (PCCF) and CEO of CAMPA,
Uttarakhand.

He added, “FLR’s key components include managing invasive species, restoring grasslands, creating water
bodies, conserving soil moisture, and promoting natural regeneration, along with other community-centric
initiatives to reduce conflicts.” In the first six months this year, human-wildlife conflicts have claimed at least 20
human lives in the state.

We also published the following articles recently

MP Yaduveer raises concern over human-animal conflictLearn about the ongoing efforts in Kodagu district to
address the rising human-wild animal conflict, focusing on the challenges posed by elephants. Measures include
capturing and relocating elephants, installing railway barricades, and monitoring tiger movements. Stay
informed about the steps being taken to protect villagers and their crops.111680870

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/


Elephant kills villager in Raigarh forest; second fatal wildlife attack in two monthsDiscover the tragic incident in
Raigarh district where a man lost his life to an elephant attack while collecting Mahua flowers. The forest
department is on alert as fear spreads among villagers due to the roaming elephant in the area. Stay informed
about the ongoing investigation and safety measures.111717884
Aravalis to retain protection from non-forest activitiesGood news for Aravalis in the National Capital Region as the
Prime Minister's Office and ministers have decided to maintain their classification as a Natural Conservation
Zone. This provides protection from non-forest activities and ensures environmental preservation in the
region.111674797


